
Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

Rich with tradition, myth, and lore, the history of European 

road racing stretches back more than a century, allowing 

only a cursory review here. 

By contrast, appreciation of U.S. bicycle racing exploits 

sometimes begins only with the recent past, but American 

riders actually dominated international racing in the 1890s, 

and won all cycling events at the 1904 St. Louis Olympics, 

though the IOC later rescinded those results, based on a 

bogus claim that professional riders had been allowed to 

compete.



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

U.S. riders also did reasonably well in six-day races into the 

1930s, but from 1912-69, Americans won no medals of any 

kind in World Championship competition, road or track.

The resurgence of American road racing began in the 

1960s, and although riders such as Art Lonsjo, Mike 

Hiltner, John Howard, Mike Neel, George Mount, Jonathan 

Boyer, Greg LeMond, and Andy Hampsten are rightly hailed 

as pioneers of this era, the international emergence of U.S. 

road cycling was actually led by women.



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

The revival unexpectedly got underway 

with Audrey McElmury’s win at the rain-

soaked 1969 World Championship 

Road Race in Brno, Czechoslovakia 

(right).

The 26-year-old was given little chance 

in a 44-rider field dominated by the 

powerful Dutch and Soviet teams.  She 

had come fifth at the ’68 Worlds, but it 

was considered somewhat of a fluke.

McElmury attacked on the climb during 

lap four of five on the 14 km circuit and 

got a substantial gap, but she soon
crashed on the descent.  By the start of bell lap, McElmury had chased back on to the dwindling first group.  

Despite torrential rains, she attacked on the hill once again and widened her gap all the way to the finish for a 

40-second solo win.    The result was such a surprise that the podium ceremony was delayed for 30 minutes 

until a recording of The Star Spangled Banner could be located.

McElmury, who trained 14,000 miles a year (including through a pregnancy in 1967) and competed in men’s 

fields due to the paucity of women racers in the U.S., remarked afterward that the hills of her native La Jolla, 

California won the race for her.  “Compared to them, the Worlds was easy.”



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

Track competitors Sheila Young and Sue Novara-Reber both won several world match sprint titles 

in the 1970s, but the next success internationally for the U.S. on the road came in 1980, when 

Beth Heiden – braided pigtails flying – won the world championships in Sallanches, France.



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

Heiden also won the 1980 Coors Classic, then the 

world’s premier stage race for women, covering 270 

miles in eight stages throughout Colorado.

To the right she is shown descending the peaks known 

as the Maroon Bells with Heidi Hopkins.

Below, in the race leader’s jersey, she is third from 

the left, with (l-r) Jacque Bradley, Karen Strong, Wil

Bezemer, Hopkins, and Mary Jane (“Miji”) Reoch.

Stage 3 (7/29/80): Maroon Bells-Snowmass Road Race, 55 miles



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

Ask any cycling cognoscenti who the first American was to wear a yellow jersey and win a Tour de 
France – even spot them a capital “M” in the last name – and 99 of 100 will answer “Greg LeMond.”

Once again, however, a woman got there first: Marianne Martin won the inaugural Tour de France 
Féminin in 1984.  The 919 km, 18-stage event was run simultaneously with the men’s race, using the 
latter portion of each men’s stage.  Millions of spectators along the route watched both races.

Martin rode poorly in the 
early season while suffering 
from anemia, but had recov-
ered by July.  A good climber, 
she took the lead on the 14th 
stage when the race reached 
the mountains, and held it all 
the way to Paris.

Martin shared the final 
podium on the Champs 
Elysées with the men’s 
winner, Laurent Fignon.

Shown here are four of the six U.S. finishers: Patty Peoples (18th, @ 23:05), Martin, Jolanda Goral 

(35th, @ 49:05), and Deborah Shumway (3rd, @ 11:51).  Missing are Betty Wise-Steffan (6th, @ 

14:47) and Betsy King (26th, @ 32:39)



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

Similarly, it is often claimed that the first U.S. Olympic cycling medal since 1912 

came when Alexi Grewal surprisingly outsprinted Canada’s Steve Bauer to win the 

1984 Olympic Road Race (below).



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

But by now, you know the storyline – a woman got there first.  Raven-
haired, rail-thin Connie Carpenter won the inaugural women’s 
Olympic Road Race with a well-timed bike throw, preceding Grewal’s
victory by several hours.  Both events were held on the first day of the 
Games, and were among the first to award medals, which helped 
attract additional media attention.

Carpenter (left) threw her bike at just the right time to win by less than an inch



Women led the way . . .Women led the way . . .

Carpenter’s victory was further validated when it emerged after 
the Games that U.S. National Team coaches, physicians, and 
physiologists had implemented a widespread homologous 
blood doping program, i.e., blood was transfused from athlete-
to-athlete, as opposed to the autologous method, where blood 
is removed from an athlete during the off-season and then 
stored for future re-infusion.  Though technically not illegal, 
the procedure was considered unethical, and transfusions 
between individuals carry increased risk of adverse reaction.

Silver medalist Rebecca Twigg (above, left) 
took part in the program, but Carpenter and 
her husband, Davis Phinney, refused to 
have anything to do with it. 



Since 1993 . . .Since 1993 . . .

. . . the only medals won on the road by U.S. women 

in World Championship competition have come in 

the time trial.

In 1994, Karen Brems won the inaugural Women’s 

World Time Trial Championship in Catania, Italy 

(right).  Brems was an academic all-American 

gymnast in college before switching to the 

triathlon, and then to cycling exclusively due to 

running injuries.  She now manages the Webcor

Women’s Professional Cycling Team – in the spare 

time from her career as a software engineer.

The other U.S. gold medalists in the TT are Mari 

Holden (2000), Kristin Armstrong (2006), and 

Amber Neben (2008).

An identical pattern can be seen in Olympic 

competition: medals by Mari Holden (2000, 

bronze), Dede Barry (2004, silver), and Kristin 

Armstrong (2008, gold) – all in the time trial.



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

Greg LeMond of Reno, Nevada burst upon the emerg-

ing U.S. cycling scene in the late1970s.  He originally 

took up cycling simply as a means of getting around 

town, and bought his first “10-speed” bike for this 

purpose at the end of the summer of 1974, with money 

earned from mowing lawns.

Skiing was LeMond’s first sporting love, and in an 

ironic twist, the 1975 Nevada State Road Race 

Championship passed by his home just a few days 

before he was due to leave for a freestyle ski camp.  

Intrigued by the race and encouraged at the camp to 

ride as a means of staying fit for skiing, LeMond

decided – somewhat half-heartedly, at first – to start 

cycling more regularly.  

The seminal moment came later that summer when LeMond and his father, Bob, followed a selection race for 

the Pan-American Games at Squaw Valley in their van.  It was a classic road race, with long mountain grades 

and breathtaking descents spread out over an 80 mile course.  After that, he would recount, “we were sold.”

LeMond’s skiing was curtailed by a drought in the winter of 1975-76, and his interest in cycling began to 

grow.  He hung out in local bike shops, read foreign-language magazines about bike racing, and joined the 

Reno Wheelmen.  His Dad bought him a high-quality bike and full racing kit, and did the same for himself.

1976 NCNCA Track Championships



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

In his first season of racing (1976), LeMond won his first ten 

races against the intermediate (13-15 year old) boys, then 

was granted permission to “race up” in class.  His first race 

against the Juniors (16-18 year-old boys) was the Nevada City 

Classic, an insanely hot and hilly criterium in an old gold 

mining town set in the Sierra Nevada mountains.  Junior fields 

in Northern California were among the strongest in the 

country, particularly at Nevada City, which is the oldest race 

west of the Mississippi and attracts large crowds.  This, 

LeMond imagined, was what European bike racing was all 

about, and he wanted to win this race.

He ended up second to Clark Natwick (who went on to win 

several national cyclocross titles), but the result gave 

LeMond confidence, coming as it did against a high-caliber 

field of more mature and experienced competitors.  The 

following August, LeMond finished fourth in the intermediate 

boys class at the Junior National Road Championships in 

Louisville, Kentucky.



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

If 1976 was a promising start, then the 1977 Tour of 
Fresno, a three-stage event, proved to be a turning 
point.  In his first major race against senior (18 and 
over) competition, LeMond finished second overall to 
John Howard, a three-time Olympian who had won 
five national road championships from 1968-75, the 
1971 Pan-Am Games Road Race, and the first two 
editions of the Red Zinger stage race (later called 
the Coors Classic).  Howard’s final margin was a bare 
10 seconds, and all of it was due to an equipment 
restriction that limited LeMond’s gearing.  In the 
decisive time trial, LeMond was faster than Howard 
during the ‘out’ portion, where a headwind prevailed, 
but he lost his margin coming back with the tailwind, 
since he was spun out in his top gear.

One night shortly afterward, LeMond “sat down alone and drew up a serious, carefully conceived plan 
of how I would approach my career as a cyclist.” This included the now-famous 3 sheets of goals, 
written on a yellow legal pad, ranging from a junior national road championship in 1977, to a world 
junior road championship in 1979, the 1980 Olympic road race, a professional contract in 1981, the 
world professional road championship by age 22, and finally the Tour de France by age 25.

The next few years were a whirlwind as the “Reno Rocket” began turning his dreams into reality and 
zoomed to the top of the rank of U.S. cycling and beyond.



LeMond’s breakthrough

Highlights from the next few years included

� 1977 Junior National Road Champion (Seattle)

� Won 2 of 3 selection races for the 1977 World Championships, but
was too young to be included on the team

� 2nd, 1978 Junior National Road Race Championship (Milwaukee)

� 9th, 1978 World Junior Road Race Championship (Washington, D.C.)

� 1979 Junior National Road Champion (Milwaukee)

LeMond commented in 1986, “When I look back on this period, it seems 
like nothing was impossible.  I just kept riding and winning and riding and 
winning.” A gold medal in the 1980 Olympic Road Race was the only goal 
he did not accomplish, due to President Carter’s ill-advised boycott.

Seattle, 1977 – three times LeMond crashed, 

three times he chased back on, then went on 
to win

With Dad Bob at the 1978 La Vuelta de Bisbee
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At the 1979 Junior World Championships in Buenos 

Aires, Argentina, LeMond became the first rider –

male or female, senior or junior – to ever win three 

medals in a single world championship competition.  

This included gold in the individual road race, a 

silver on the track in the individual pursuit, and 

bronze in the team trial (below).

Buenos Aires, 1979 – same team, same result (l-r: LeMond, 
Kiefel, Demgen, Bradley)

Washington D.C., 1978 – LeMond, kneeling, 

placed third in the 67 km TTT along with (l-r) 
Ron Kiefel, Greg Demgen, and Jeff Bradley
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LeMond’s silver medal in the pursuit came as a 
substitute on a borrowed bike, in only the second 
time he’d ever contested the event.

His victory in the road race did not come without 
some controversy.  With 30 km left to go in the 
122 km event, LeMond broke away with Kenny 
DeMaerteleire of Belgium, winner of the points 
race the year before.  300 meters before the 
finish, LeMond slowed, forcing DeMaerteleire to 
pass him.  Then, as LeMond began his sprint and 
pulled alongside DeMarteleire, the Belgian 
swerved and forced LeMond off course into a

1. Greg LeMond (USA)

2. Kenny DeMaertelieire (BEL)      3. Jean-François Dury (FRA)

double row of automobile tires stacked as a guard rail at the side of the road.  “And suddenly, 
somehow, I landed in between the rows,” LeMond says. “But I mean upright and still riding to beat 
hell.  Someone quickly yanked one of the tires away so I could get back on the course.” Again
DeMarteleire lunged at him – this time sending LeMond right up on top of the tires.  But again, he 
was still riding.  “I sort of lurched inside the iron pole at the finish line, just behind him.”

The Belgian was disqualified on the spot – and rescued by the crowd from a furious LeMond.
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One of LeMond’s first tests as an international pro was the 
1982 Tour l’Avenir (French for “Tour of The Future”), a 10-
stage race put on by the Tour de France organization.  It 
boasted a first-class field of national (amateur ) teams and 
professional squads of young riders, as well as a challenging 
course in the Savoy region of the French Alps, with several 
mountainous stages on par with those of the Tour itself.

The race began just three days after LeMond had come 
second at the World Professional Road Race Championship at 
Goodwood, England – the first time an American had ever 
made the podium.  The field was loaded, with the powerful 
Soviet, East German, and Columbian teams, led by Sergei
Soukhoroutchenkov, Olaf Ludwig, and Luis (“Lucho”) Hererra, 
respectively, plus future Tour stars Robert Millar, Andy 
Hampsten, and Pascal Simone.

“Soukho,” as he was called for short, was the world’s best 
amateur from the mid-1970s to mid-’80s, when he claimed 
the 1980 Olympic road race in Moscow, the 1979 Peace Race 
(a top stage race for amateurs), and the Avenir in 1978 and 
’79, where he was also a close runner-up in 1980 and ’81.  
Veteran observers still believe that Soukho could have 
finished on the podium at the Tour, perhaps even won it. 

LeMond on his way to winning the stage 4 uphill time 

trial to the ski station at La Ruchère
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The challenge LeMond faced became clear as East 

German riders claimed the top 5 spots in the prologue, 

then put 1:12 into LeMond’s Renault squad over 72 km 

in the stage 2 team time trial.

But in a stunning display of class, LeMond ended up romping 

to an easy win by a record margin of over 10 minutes, which 

included 3 stage wins: a road stage with a mountaintop finish 

(by 5+ minutes!), plus the two TTs (one uphill, one flat).Wife Kathy took care of podium chores

Despite marking him closely, the vaunted Red Army was 

no match for LeMond
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On Sunday, September 4, 1983, LeMond became the first American to 

win the World Professional Road Race Championship, which was held 

at Altenrhein, Switzerland.  One of the youngest world champions ever, 

his stunning solo win created a sensation within cycling, breathing

new life and excitement into a sport that had become hidebound with 

European traditions.

In the week leading up to the race, LeMond and his friend Phil Ander-

son trained on the race course following a plan devised by Cyrillle

Guimard, directeur sportif of LeMond’s Renault team.  This consisted 
of a hard 7½ hour ride on Wednesday, two 3+ hour sessions on 

Thursday separated by lunch and a nap, two hours on Friday morning 

and an hour in the evening, then a two-hour spin on Saturday.

Throughout the week, LeMond felt like he was on perfect form, or 

“riding on air,” which only served to make him more nervous as the 

race approached.  Guimard’s reassurance that “Great exploits are 

achieved on a restless night’s sleep” helped ally his fears that 

insomnia the night prior had ruined his preparation, yet LeMond still 

threw up his breakfast and the fruit he ate early in the race.  Twenty-

two years on, he would recall for VeloNews, “I ended up drinking the 
whole day, just pounding drinks.  [But] I was feeling so good, and 

never felt like I was even close to my max.”



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

LeMond was handicapped by the lack of a strong supporting team, as compared to the powerful Italian 

and Dutch formations; the squadra was 13-strong and featured Giuseppe “Bepe” Saronni, the defend-

ing world champion, and 22-year-old Moreno Argentin, an emerging rider who would go on to a 

distinguished career as a classics rider.  LeMond therefore had to ride, in his own words, “a perfect 

tactical race,” conserving his energy by hiding in the pack (but never more than 10 places from the 

front) and letting most breaks go.

With about 100 km remaining, a group of seven escaped and built a lead of three minutes, but all were 

from different nations and none were tabbed as favorites, so no teams in the pack tried to block, and 

with just under 3 laps to go on the15.25 km circuit, all but one of the seven were caught, the Italians 

having done nearly all the chasing.  

Just after snuffing out a brief breakaway 

by Scotland’s Robert Millar, the pack 

relaxed, LeMond counterattacked hard, 

and was quickly joined by Argentin as well 

as Spain’s Faustino Ruperez (right in 

photo below), the 1980 Vuelta champion.  

This effectively neutralized both the 

Italian and Spanish teams, which would 

not attack with their strongest riders in 

what was now a potentially winning break.
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Argentin was a strong sprinter, 
whereas this could be considered the 
American’s weakness, so LeMond’s
tactic was to keep the pace as high as 
possible, particularly on the climbs, 
but without dropping the others too 
soon.  This not only ensured he would 
have some help from them on the flat 
sections, it also kept their teams from 
chasing.  Still, if he held back too
much in order to keep Argentin in the 
break, the gap might shrink, so on the 
penultimate lap, Argentin was shed, 
and only Ruperez remained with 
LeMond.



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

Weakened by attrition – in fact, only 36 of the starting 
field of 117 would finish – the Italian squadra failed to 
muster a serious chase after Argentin was dropped.  
LeMond kept Ruperez with him until the last lap, when 
he rode away decisively.



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

LeMond maintained his gap until 

the finish, where he arrived looking 

for all the world like the bike-crazy 
kid in the movie Breaking Away,
fresh-faced and innocent.



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

His winning margin of 1 minute 

11 seconds after 7:01:21 and 

274.6 km (170.6 mi) of racing 

was one of the largest in World 

Championship history, causing 

none other than the incompa-

rable Eddy Merckx to sigh, 

“Never did I win a World 

Championship by so much.”



LeMondLeMond’’ss breakthroughbreakthrough

LeMond was mobbed by thousands of fans who over-

whelmed crowd-control barriers at the finish area. 

When the peloton arrived a minute-and-a-half later, 

several riders crashed into the crowd.  VeloNews editor 
John Wilcockson recalls, “Some pulled at his stars-and-

stripes jersey, others grabbed at his hair.  Spectators 

were falling over themselves, it was hard to breathe, 

and LeMond’s mom was almost knocked on her back.  

‘Now I know what it’s like to be a rock star,’ said Bob 

LeMond, as his son finally freed himself and mounted 

the podium to receive his awards.”

2. Adri van der Poel (NED) 3. Stephen Roche (IRL)

1. Greg LeMond (USA)

1983 was but one of numerous outstanding performances in 

LeMond’s stellar World Championship career:

1979 – 1st, World Junior Road Championship

1979 – 2nd, World Junior Individual Pursuit

1982 – 2nd, World Professional Road Championship

1985 – 2nd, World Professional Road Championship

1989 – 1st, World Professional Road Championship

1990 – 4th, World Professional Road Championship
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“LeMonster,” as some called him, did not suffer the customary “Curse of the Rainbow Jersey” following     
his World Championship.  In fact, he ended up winning the Super Prestige Pernod Trophy (forerunner of     
the World Cup) for 1983, which was awarded on the basis of performance in both one-day and stage races 
throughout the season – even though he did not have quite enough of a sprint to contest the top places in 
most of the former.  It all came down to the final event of the season, the Giro di Lombardia, Italy’s “Race    
of the Falling Leaves,” where LeMond had to finish no worse than one place behind Ireland’s Sean Kelly in 
order to clinch the top spot, and sure enough, he ended up second to Kelly in a memorable 4-up sprint.
LeMond also finished 3rd and 2nd in the Pernod
standings for 1985 and 1986, respectively.

LeMond made his Tour de France debut in 1984, 
finishing third despite having to contend with 
bronchitis, a sore throat, and an inflamed foot.     
“I was in so much pain I could hardly see!  The first 
two weeks I was hanging in there in eighth place, 
about 15 minutes off the lead,” he would recall. 
“But I was dying, and [team manager] Guimard 
thought I was probably all through for the year.  
When we got to the French Alps, I was still over 12 
minutes behind the leader.” LeMond rallied in the 
final week, however, moving up five spots in the 
GC, “wheezing and coughing all the way.” LeMond and Kelly marked each other closely at the 1983 Giro di

Lombardia
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LeMond fulfilled his immense potential – his 

VO2max was measured at 92 ml/kg/min, among 

the highest ever recorded – when he won the 

1986 Tour de France after a titanic struggle with 

the great Bernard Hinault, himself a five-time 

Tour champion.

The (in)famous hand-in-hand finish atop L’Alpe d’Huez
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Like the 1985 Tour, where LeMond was 
runner-up, the race received extensive 
coverage in the pages of Sports 
Illustrated and on television by CBS.

In recognition of his achievement, 
LeMond was invited to the White 
House by then-President Ronald 
Reagan.

Leading Joop Zoetemelk on the Puy de Dôme
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LeMond’s appeal was not simply the result of his 

dynamism and success, nor his photogenic looks, but his 

personality – open, honest, genuine, unaffected, 

downright exuberant – all of which brought him off as a 
kind of boy-next-door.  It was a breath of fresh air for a 

sport that long had a sordid side, most outstandingly the 

dark shadow cast by drug use, which was often accepted 

as an occupational necessity among professional riders, 

if not the sporting public.  As Jacques Anquetil, the 

greatest of French champions, declared: “You have to be 

an imbecile or a hypocrite to imagine that a professional 

cyclist who races 235 days a year in all weather can keep 

going without stimulants.”

But with unquestioned integrity, LeMond rejected 

cycling’s doping culture outright, declaring publicly at the 

outset of his career that “If I ever have to take drugs to 

succeed, I’ll quit the sport.” Such outspokenness caused 

controversy which persists to this day; LeMond refused to 

play by the accepted rules of the pro peloton, namely its 

code of silence, which ostracized riders for speaking out.



““MondializationMondialization””

The 1980s were cycling’s era of ‘internationalization’, as numerous 
other non-European riders showed they could not only compete but 
excel in the pro peloton, which had been the near-exclusive domain of 
the French, Italians, Belgians, Spaniards, Swiss, and Dutch.

Steve Bauer, Canada

Phil Anderson, Australia

Luis Herrera, Colombia



The The ““SlurpeeSlurpee SquadSquad””

Formed in 1982, the 7-Eleven team was the first American squad to compete in the European pro peloton.  In 1991, 
Motorola became the title sponsor, and continued to support the team through the end of the 1996 season.  

Hampsten, the son of English professors, was a thoughtful sort who served as LeMond’s loyal lieutenant in the 1986 
Tour de France.  A gifted climber, his ambition led him back to 7-Eleven the next year as the team’s GC leader.  
Phinney, by contrast, was nicknamed “Cash Register” for his winning sprint, which brought him two Tour stages.  
Like LeMond, both Hampsten and Phinney were outspoken in their rejection of performance-enhancing drugs.

Davis Phinney, USAAndy Hampsten, USA            Raul Alcala, Mexico



Andy Andy HampstenHampsten

Hampsten became the first American to win the Giro d’Italia, which remains the lone American win 

in a Grand Tour other than the Tour de France.  He also came fourth in the ’86 and ’92 Tours, winning 

the stage to L’Alpe d’Huez in the latter.

1992 Tour de France – Stage 14,

Sestriere-L’Alpe d’Huez

1988 Giro d’Italia



Andy Andy HampstenHampsten

Hampsten’s epic ride over the fabled Gavia

Pass in a heavy snowstorm helped cement his 

1988 Giro win.  It is still discussed and cele-

brated more than twenty years later.



Raul Raul AlcalaAlcala

The affable, happy-go-lucky Alcala was an outstanding talent who won several shorter U.S. 
stage races: the 1987 Coors Classic, plus the 1990 and 1993 Tours du Pont.  The first Mexican 
to compete in the Tour de France, he won the maillot blanc in 1987 as the Tour’s best young 
rider and contended for several years, but could not quite break through to the very top spots.

1987 Coors Classic 1987 Tour de France



The British InvasionThe British Invasion

The British Isles had previously contributed top riders to the professional ranks, 

including Englishman Tommy Simpson and Ireland’s Seamus Elliot.  Three in particular 

emerged in the 1980s, rising to the very top of the sport.

Robert Millar, Scotland Sean Kelly, Ireland Stephen Roche, Ireland



1992 Tour of Flanders1985 Giro di Lombardia, marked by Joop Zoetemelk

1985 Paris-Roubaix

King KellyKing Kelly

The greatest Classics rider of the era, Sean Kelly was the last of 

the “Hard Men” who came up from the most impoverished of 

circumstances and trained with Spartan discipline through all 

conditions year ’round.  His seven consecutive wins in the early-

season Paris-Nice stage race testify to his off-season prepara-

tion, while three Pernod trophies from 1983-90 (plus three 

runner-up finishes and a third place) show his consistency.



1988 Vuelta a España

King KellyKing Kelly

Kelly won the Green Jersey as the Tour de France points champion four times, a record at the time.  He was 

limited only in the high mountains, which prevented him from winning the GC in the Grand Tours; the lone 

exception is his victory at the 1988 Vuelta a España, though it should be noted that he also had fourth and 

fifth-place finishes in the Tour de France.

‘King Kelly and Stevie Wonder’ at the 1987 Tour de France: for Roche, the 

race would end in triumph, for Kelly, in tears, as he was forced to abandon 

on stage 12 by a broken clavicle.



The British InvasionThe British Invasion

Slender Scotsman Robert Millar, a vegetarian, achieved results in the Grand Tours that were, for a time, 

unprecedented for a Briton: fourth overall in the 1984 Tour de France plus the GPM and second in the 

1985 Vuelta a España.  He was runner-up to Roche in the 1987 Giro d’Italia while winning the climbing 

classification.  He also accumulated 3 stage wins at the Tour, and 1 apiece in the Giro and the Vuelta.

1985 Tour of Flanders 1987 Tour de France – stage 18, Mt. Ventoux ITT



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

In the absence of Greg LeMond (more about 

that shortly), Ireland’s Stephen Roche had an 

unforgettable season in 1987, winning pro 

cycling’s so-called ‘Triple Crown’: the Giro

d’Italia, Tour de France, and the World Champ-

ionship Road Race.  He remains to this day one 

of only two riders to accomplish this fete.

Roche’s Giro win was impressive for its sheer audacity, as he 

attacked his own teammate, Italian Roberto Visenti, while the latter 

was leading the race.  Roche was threatened with instant dismissal 

from his team but would not relent, and Visentini eventually dropped 

out.  All of this, of course, drove the tifosi (Italian cycling fans) into 
a fury, and Roche required security protection that kept him 

confined to his hotel for the rest of the race.  A joke went around 

that he was eating nothing but pancakes, since they were all that 

would fit under his door.



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

Quite understandably, Roche was exhausted both physically and mentally from the Giro, but just 28 days later, he 

was on the starting line for the one of the most mountainous Tours de France ever (with a record 25 stages).  His 

Carrera team showed its strength by winning the stage 2 team time trial, then he caught an unlucky break when 

his teammate, Eric Maechler, took the overall lead on stage 5, forcing the team to defend the yellow jersey.  

Roche openly admitted to hoping they could “slip the jersey,” but Maechler kept it for another 4 days.  With his 

team weakened by its efforts to preserve Maechler’s lead, some thought Roche’s chances had been damaged. 



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

Roche won the long (87.5 km), flat stage 10 time trial to claim his first 
yellow jersey, but only for a day, as two pretenders from the French 
Système U team took the lead back and held it for next week, while 
Roche kept pace with his principle opponents.

On stage 18, however, a new contender arose.  25-year-old Jean-
François Bernard represented the anointed successor to the greatest 
of French cycling heroes, 5-time Tour winner Bernard Hinault.  “Jeff,”
as he was called, set a record in winning the 36.5 km uphill TT to the 
summit of Mt. Ventoux by 2:19 over Roche, and 1:51 over Spain’s 
Pedro Delgado.  His extraordinary effort won him the yellow jersey.

Roche on his way to winning the stage 10 ITT

Bernard finishing atop Mt. Ventoux with a new record



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

What happened the next day is a little-known bit of Tour lore.  Prior 

to the stage, Roche and several others conspired to attack Bernard 

at the feed zone, and loaded their pockets with extra food.  In pre-

race interviews, Roche foreshadowed the day’s action by com-

menting, in his fractured, rapid-fire brogue, that “Now is the time 

that – now, now we see if he’s having a bad day or if we can leave 

him behind a little – nobody waits.” Bernard, meanwhile, seemed 

haughty in declaring “yellow looks pretty good on me.”

The plan was executed without mercy, as Roche and Delgado (right, 

shown leading the 1988 Tour) projected themselves as the two 

strongmen of the Tour in a memorable 1-2 finish at Villard-de-Lans, 

while Bernard trailed in 4:19 down, his losses compounded by an 

inopportune flat tire.  Though he was only 1:39 out of the lead,

Bernard was effectively finished as a Tour contender, and would 

never wear yellow again.

Roche was back in yellow by 1:19 over Delgado, but the latter struck back the next stage, dropping Roche 

on L’Alpe d’Huez and finishing with 1:44 in hand.  Delgado’s mother had died exactly one year prior, 

causing him to withdraw from the Tour in tears on these very same slopes, devastated by the loss.  Driven 

on by her memory, he now wore the yellow jersey for the first time, albeit by a bare 25 seconds.



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

A race that had spent nearly three weeks searching for a 

leader was now a two-man GC battle, and the final cards 

had yet to be played.

Two days after his triumph on L’Alpe d’Huez, Delgado 

went for the knockout, attacking hard on the lower 

slopes of the stage-ending, 18.5 km climb to the ski 

resort at La Plagne.  Roche let the move go unanswered, 

since he had instigated an early break that stayed away 

over an hour; he knew if he responded immediately, 

Delgado would attack repeatedly, and he would be 

unable to match the Spaniard’s repeated accelerations.

Quickly Delgado had a minute, but after a while the lead 

stabilized at 1:25.  Roche judged that he should make 

his final push with 5 km to go, and slowly began reeling 

Delgado in, aided by the fact that the road began to 

flatten out as the summit drew near.  By the finish, 

Roche was just four seconds behind Delgado!  He later 

recounted that he did not catch sight of Delgado almost 

until the very end, which helped his pursuit. Roche on the Puy de Dôme, 1986 Tour de France



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

Roche was completely spent by his effort.  Unable to loosen his toe straps and 

dismount his bike, he had to be supported and helped off by his mechanic, 

Patrick Valcke.  Roche had trouble breathing in the thin mountain air of 1,970

meters (6,463 feet) and the crush of reporters around him.   He began losing 

consciousness, was administered oxygen, and transported off the mountain.

Soon Roche revived, and recovered his sense of humor as well; asked by a 

reporter if he was OK, Roche quipped “Oui, mais pas de femme toute suite.”

(“Yes, but I am not ready for a woman quite yet.”)

Roche was confident the next morning, saying he was “Like new.  Like new.            

I think I am a strong boy.” In a remarkable demonstration of his recuperative 

powers, he backed up those words by actually gaining 18 seconds on Delgado, 

the better climber of the two, on the final mountain stage.  Roche was now just 

21 seconds off the lead, and the Tour was effectively over, as there was a flat,  

38 km time trial looming that was decidedly to his advantage.  Bernard won it by 

a gaping 1:44, leaving observers wondering what might have been, but Roche’s 

margin of 1:01 over Delgado was what counted, giving him the overall win by just 

40 seconds, the second-closest finish in Tour history.  Worth mentioning is that 

Delgado might well have won were it not for the 61 seconds he lost to Roche in 

the stage 2 team time trial.



RocheRoche’’s fantastic seasons fantastic season

Roche capped the year by winning the World Professional Road Race Champion-
ship in Villach, Austria, thus securing cycling’s “Triple Crown,” an achievement 
equaled only by the incomparable Eddy Merckx before, and no one else since.  
Borne on the shoulders of Sean Kelly, he returned home to be feted as the greatest 
of Irish sporting heroes.  Still convalescing in America, Greg LeMond showed his 
sporting instincts by offering his sincere praise for Roche’s achievements.

Doubt is cast on Roche’s legacy by his hostility towards 
those who have spoken publicly about cycling’s doping 
problem, and by strong evidence of r-EPO use near the 
end of his career in 1993-94, but perhaps his accom-
plishments before the EPO era remain untainted.



LeMondLeMond’’ss Incredible ComebackIncredible Comeback

LeMond was seriously wounded in a hunting accident in 
April of 1987.  After months of recovery, he began training 
again, but performed poorly throughout 1988, and was 
beset by further medical problems, including surgeries for 
appendicitis and tendinitis in his leg.

1989 started just as badly, although by the end of the Giro
d’Italia of Italy, his form began to return after he was 
diagnosed with anemia and received iron injections.

Still, nobody expected much from him when the Tour began 
in early July, so it came as a shock when he won the stage 5 
time trial and donned the yellow jersey, which began a 
back-and-forth battle with Frenchman Laurent Fignon, 
winner of the Tour in 1983 and 1984.

The issue was not decided until the 24.5 km, final-day TT 
from Versailles to Paris (right), where LeMond overcame 
Fignon’s 50-second lead to win by 8 seconds, the narrowest 
margin in Tour history.

LeMond’s win seemed like a miracle, and the 1989 edition 
is widely regarded as the best Tour ever.



LeMondLeMond’’ss Incredible ComebackIncredible Comeback

Since he had started the time trial 3 minutes ahead of Fignon, LeMond was able 
to count down the seconds as he waited for Fignon to arrive at the finish.  Going 
into the stage, the Frenchman had a lead of 50 seconds, so he had to arrive no 
more than 3:50 after the American, who was now in the throes of anticipation. . .



LeMondLeMond’’ss Incredible ComebackIncredible Comeback

When the allotted time was up, LeMond erupted with an unbridled joy . . .



LeMondLeMond’’ss Incredible ComebackIncredible Comeback

. . . that was in total contrast to Fignon’s dejection.  Due to a painful boil, Fignon
fell from his bike after coasting to a stop just past the finish line.  Upon learning 
he had lost, he cried for the first time in his career.



LeMondLeMond’’ss Incredible ComebackIncredible Comeback

In a gesture all his own, LeMond hoisted his son Geoffrey onto the podium.



LeMondLeMond’’ss Incredible Incredible 

ComebackComeback

LeMond captured the final moment with 

Fignon perfectly: “What could I possibly say 

to him?  What could he possibly say to me?”



LeMondLeMond’’ss further exploitsfurther exploits

LeMond became the first cyclist to ever appear on the cover of Sports Illustrated, and was 
honored as their Sportsman of the Year for 1989.  He won the World Championship Road 
Race again in 1989, then a third Tour in 1990.  He retired after the 1994 racing season.
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� North Royalton’s Paul Martin won the 1997 Elite 
National Championship Road Race at Altoona, PA 
in a solo breakaway, by a margin of 1:38.

Martin then raced with the Navigators Pro Cycling 
Team for the next three years, often taking the 
redeye home in order to be back by Monday 
morning to his job as a financial analyst with an 
estate-planning law firm (he was a summa cum 
laude graduate in economics).  Martin retired as a 
pro at the end of the 2000 season to pursue a law 
degree, which he has since obtained, but contin-
ues to race a reduced schedule, and in 2007, he 
won another Elite National Championship Road 
Race (right).

At 6’4”, 185 lb., Martin is an instantly recog-
nizable figure in the peloton.  Married just after 
college, has a son and a daughter.

More locally . . .More locally . . .

Northeast Ohioans have enjoyed a dispropor-

tionate amount of success in national road race 

championship competition:



� Kent’s Jim Baldesare won the 2002 

Elite National Criterium Championship 

with a leadout from his friend and 

teammate, the aforementioned Paul 

Martin

More locally . . .More locally . . .

� Jane Evely, also from Kent, won the 2007 

National Criterium Championship for 

women 35-39, repeated in 2008, then 

won the 40-44 age group in 2009.



More locally . . .More locally . . .

If Ohio has a Mr. Cycling, it has to 

be Jeff Braumberger (right, holding 

daughter), who has overcome testi-

cular cancer twice, yet he made the 

courageous decision to go ahead 

and start a family (nobody wrote 

any books about it, though).

Braumberger has been racing 

continuously at the elite level since 

1984, and has won so many state 

championships that he is unsure of 

the exact total.


